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3401 Vital Qi of Emperor tai 

“You’re underestimating me too much!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and took out nine pieces of the mystical instrument token. 

“My God … God Chen! You … You’ve already gathered all nine pieces of the profound weapon token? 

You’re simply too awesome!” 

Under the cover of the Zhen Yuan, the nine pieces of profound weapon token shone brightly, which 

shocked the two-star heavenly demon’s essence spirit. 

“Stupid!” 

 you’ve said it yourself. Spiritual lady Daji the third is going to be with me again. She has to be with her 

destiny!  Chen Xiaobei said. If this destiny doesn’t belong to me, then what’s the point of playing?” 

“Yeah …” 

That two-star SkyDemon essence soul came to a sudden realization and said, ” “Mother nüwa has 

already prepared Daji’s memories of her Second Life. If you are not the one who is destined to be her, 

she will not accept anyone else after she gets back her memories!” 

“Alright, stop talking nonsense! Hurry up and bring me into the so-called Hong Meng Demon Realm!” “I 

can’t wait to find my little fox!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 God Chen, please calm down …  the two-star heavenly demon’s primordial spirit calmed down and said, 

” “I’ll take you to that thing!” 

“What do you want?” Chen Xiaobei was confused. What could be more important than finding Daji? 

“When I begged for mercy just now, I said that I could give you a reward from the heaven realm!” The 

two-star celestial demon’s primordial spirit said. 

As he said that, the two-star SkyDemon’s essence soul flew towards the depths of the abyss. 

“A gift from the heavens?” Chen Xiaobei quickly followed after her. 

“We’re here!” 

Very quickly, the two-star celestial demon essence spirit took out two items from the dark crack in the 

stone. 

Among them, the first one was all the fragments of the clear sky sun sword. 

The two-star celestial demon’s primordial spirit handed the pieces to Chen Xiaobei and said, ” “These 

fragments are the evidence to find the murderer. Please keep them well!” 

“Don’t you need to keep it for yourself?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 
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“I was going to keep it for myself.” 

“However, God Chen has already shown us nine pieces of the mystic equipment token. This is 

undoubtedly little Daji’s destiny!” The two-star celestial demon primordial spirit said. So, I’ll have to 

leave the investigation on Daji’s past to you, God Chen!” 

“Understood!” Chen Xiaobei said, ”  I will find the person who ambushed us back then. I will seek justice 

for you and the little fox!  

Obviously, if not for goddess nüwa’s foresight to give them a life-saving talisman in advance, little Daji 

and the two-star sky demon would have died without a burial place! 

As for the murderers who ambushed him, Chen Xiaobei would definitely find them and make them pay a 

hundred, ten thousand times the price! 

 in addition, this is a trace of Emperor Tai’s vital Qi. It contains an opportunity blessed by a heavenly 

demon. It’s a unique existence in the human world!  

Then, the two-star celestial demon’s primordial spirit took out a second item and handed it to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

It was a golden gossamer that was as fine as a hair. 

“Emperor Tai’s vital Qi? Sky Yao’s blessing?” Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” “This might not be unique 

in the human world!” 

“Ah?” 

The two-star SkyDemon’s primordial spirit was slightly stunned and said, ” “Could it be that God Chen 

has also received the blessing of the sky demon somewhere else?” 

“That’s right!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” I once received the blessing of the grandmist demonic ancestor 

through a wisp of grandmist demonic fire! After passing her test, I obtained the opportunity to break 

through to the next realm!” 

“What? Primordial chaos demon ancestor?” 

When the two-star celestial demon’s primordial spirit heard this, it shrieked as if it had been struck by 

lightning, ” “Wasn’t primordial chaos demon ancestor sealed by Dao ancestor? How did it appear in the 

human world? Oh my God! If this is true, then the end of the human world is coming!” 

“Don’t be nervous!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly explained, ” “The primordial chaos demon ancestor has not broken free from the 

seal. Furthermore, as long as Fu Tian Xin ‘er is not dead, the primordial chaos demon ancestor will not 

be able to recover his full strength! Therefore, the human world is very safe!” 

 phew …  the two-star SkyDemon’s primordial spirit heaved a sigh of relief.”God Chen, you really scared 

me to death …” 



Chen Xiaobei shrugged and did not explain further. 

If Chen Xiaobei told the two-star heavenly demon that he was working with primordial chaos demonic 

ancestor and that he had promised to save her from the seal, the two-star heavenly demon would be 

scared to death. 

“Since you can pass the test of primordial chaos demon ancestor, the test of Emperor Tai’s vital Qi will 

definitely not be a problem for you!” 

The two-star celestial demon’s primordial spirit composed itself and said, ” “I suggest that you use the 

sky demon blessing this time when you reach the peak of your current realm. If you can obtain the 

opportunity to break through a major realm, that would be the best result!” 

It had to be known that the specific effects of the sky demon’s blessings were related to the person’s 

ability to withstand the sky demon’s test. 

The best opportunity was to break through to the next realm. 

Of course, in order to obtain this opportunity, the prerequisite was that the person receiving the 

blessing had to be at the peak of a certain realm. 

“Thank you for your suggestion. I’m currently at the peak of unity stage! And I’ll definitely get the 

opportunity to break through to the next realm!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and absorbed the emperor’s vital Qi into his body. 

Earlier, Chen Xiaobei had successfully passed the test of primordial chaos demonic ancestor in the 

remains of the erupting flame heavenly sect. Now, Chen Xiaobei’s luck was off the charts. 

The process and result of this test were almost without any suspense. 

Just like the last time, Chen Xiaobei felt a terrible pain in his body as soon as the test began. 

This kind of severe pain was definitely beyond the range that ordinary people could bear. 

If it was an ordinary person, even if they didn’t die from the pain, they wouldn’t be able to bear it 

mentally. They might even have a mental breakdown and go crazy from the pain, eventually becoming 

demented! 

However, this was nothing to Chen Xiaobei. 

The last test of primordial chaos demon ancestor was much more painful than this one. 

Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was even stronger than the last time. He did not even feel anything, let 

alone have a mental breakdown. 

“God … God Chen! You’re simply godly!” 

The two-star SkyDemon’s essence soul was dumbfounded when he saw the scene before him. His voice 

was trembling.  I’ve seen many people withstand the test of skydemons. Some people couldn’t 

withstand it and died from the pain, or they were tortured into lunatics!  



“The person with the best performance was also tortured by the pain and screamed for a long time! But 

now … God Chen, you’re not even flinching, it’s as if you’ve never been through this … This … This must 

be a fake test!” 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei had completely changed the two-star celestial demon’s outlook on life! 

He even began to wonder if there was a problem with the trace of Emperor Tai’s vital Qi. 

“Heh, this kind of test is simply child’s play!” 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and suddenly growled, ” “Dongxu stage! Break!” 
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“Whoosh …” 

With Chen Xiaobei’s roar, the heavenly demon trial brought by Emperor Tai’s vital Qi ended. 

A burst of golden light spread out and enveloped Chen Xiaobei like a god. 

“Hiss …” 

The next moment, all the golden light was absorbed into Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel that his dantian, nascent soul Dharmakaya, ethereal force, and energy 

had all been upgraded! 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation base: early dongxu stage. Lifespan: Year 2776050, physical body: …, Combat 

power: 4.5 billion, primordial spirit attack: Saint level! 

The netherspirit battlescouter had been monitoring the changes in Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation, and he 

immediately received the good news! 

After breaking through to the seven Star dongxu stage, Chen Xiaobei’s combat power had increased by a 

billion and his lifespan had increased by 800000 years! 

“This feels so good!” 

Chen Xiaobei was in a good mood.  “I didn’t expect that I would have the chance to break through a 

major realm before I found the little fox! In this way, I will be one step closer to ascending to the 

heavenly realm!” 

 God Chen, you’re so awesome …  the two-star divine monster’s primordial spirit was so excited that it 

looked at Chen Xiaobei with admiration. 

Taiyi and the others also congratulated Chen Xiaobei. They were also in a good mood. 

“There’s no time to waste! We’ll immediately enter the Hong Meng Demon Realm!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the two-star heavenly demon primordial spirit and said, ” “By the way, you’re in 

the primordial spirit state now. Do you need me to lend you a physical body?” 
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“Temporarily not!” 

“The Hong Meng Demon Realm is a special plane that is independent of the Three Realms. Primordial 

spirits will not be rejected when they enter it!” The two-star celestial demon primordial spirit said. 

“Good! Then let’s move together!”  I’ve been talking to you for so long. How should I address you? ” 

Chen Xiaobei asked. 

That two-star SkyDemon primordial spirit grinned and said, ” “My name is Wu Gutu. God Chen, you can 

call me old Yan!” 

“Good! Old Yan! Let’s go!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and set off immediately. 

…… 

Soon, they arrived at the bottom of the abyss. 

“God Chen, take out the nine pieces of the mystical equipment token!” 

“There are nine grooves on the stone wall in front of you,” Wu Gutu said in a deep voice.”Insert the 

weapon Mystic token into them and you’ll be able to open the space gate to the Hong Meng Demon 

Realm!” 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei followed Wu Gutu’s instructions and inserted the nine tokens into the grooves on the 

stone wall. 

“Chi …” 

Immediately after, a strong spiritual fluctuation was emitted from the stone wall. 

In the originally dark abyssal space, a layer of Crimson light screen gradually flashed. 

That’s right! 

This light screen was the space gate that led to the Hong Meng Demon Realm! 

“Let’s go! Let’s go in!” 

Wu Gutu was the first to fly into the light curtain, and Chen Xiaobei and the others followed closely 

behind. 

“Whoosh …” 

The space twisted and turned, and everyone quickly appeared in another place. 

 this … This isn’t an independent space, right? ” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at his surroundings and was surprised.  “There’s a sun in the sky and a town in the 

distance! More importantly, the spiritual Qi here is much denser than that in the earth-god Realm!” 

“God Chen, I bet you didn’t pay attention to what I just said!” 



Wu Gutu said,”the Hong Meng Demon Realm is a plane that is independent of the Three Realms!” Just 

like the demonic realm! It possesses a complete world and an independent plane’s spiritual energy!” 

 an independent plane?!  

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  “In other words, this is actually a new world independent of the Three 

Realms!” 

“That’s right!” 

At this moment, Taiyi stood up and said indifferently, ” “The ancient Almighty beings all had the ability 

to create planes! In fact, the primordial chaos Demon Realm was founded by the primordial chaos 

demon ancestor! The devil realm was first established by Rahu!” 

When Luo Yi heard this, he shrugged his shoulders and said, ”  that’s not a big deal. When bro bei has 

the chance, he could even create a whole human world of Northern Xuan!  

 er …  Chen Xiaobei was stunned.  what you guys are saying is too unbelievable … I don’t even dare to 

think about creating a new world …  

 bro bei, you don’t have to think too much about it now, ” Di Jiang said calmly.  when the time comes, 

you will naturally be able to do it!  

“That’s right!” The candle Dragon nodded and said,”the prime of Tongtian can control the water, fire 

and wind, expand the realms and create the world infinitely. These are all his specialties!.” 

 let’s talk about this later …  Chen Xiaobei was excited but he did not lose his mind. 

Opening up a new realm and creating a new world sounded exciting, but to be honest, Chen Xiaobei did 

not have the ability to do so at the moment. 

It was useless to think too much, so it was better to calm down and do the things at hand. 

“Old Yan, did goddess nüwa ever mention how to find little Daji?” 

 this is a plane world! If we don’t have a clear direction, we’ll be looking for a needle in a haystack!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

 mother Nuwa never mentioned it …  Wu Gutu shook his head helplessly. 

“Is there any other information?” “For example, what’s the name of Daji’s spiritual girl of the third 

generation?” How old is he? What does he look like?” 

“I don’t even know his name or his appearance …” 

“But Daji the third spiritual girl should be around 18 years old now!” Wu Gutu said. 

 eighteen years old?!  

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.   that’s impossible … It’s only been a little more than a year since the little 

fox died. Even if she reincarnated immediately after her death, she’s only been born a short while ago!  

“It’s like this!” 



“Half a year ago!” Wu Gutu said. Mother Nuwa contacted me and said that Daji reincarnated into the 

Hong Meng Demon Realm on that day! He told me to guard the place carefully and not let anyone 

without the nine pieces of the profound weapon token enter the Hong Meng Demon Realm!” 

“Reincarnated half a year ago?” Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “If that’s the case, little Daji shouldn’t 

have been born yet!” 

“No! It can’t be calculated like this!” 

Wu Gutu said,”the Law of Time in the Hong Meng Demon Realm is different from that of the heaven, 

earth, and human realms!” A day in the human world was equivalent to thirty-six days in the Hong Meng 

Demon Realm! In other words, half a year in the human world is equivalent to eighteen years in the 

Hong Meng Demon Realm!” 

“Understood!” Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

On earth, there was a saying that a day in heaven was a year on earth because people believed that the 

laws of time in the heavenly court and the human world were different. 

But after Chen Xiaobei’s verification, he found that the laws of time in the Three Realms were exactly 

the same. 

The reason was simple. If the time of the three worlds were not synchronized, Chen Xiaobei would not 

be able to spend the holidays with Hades and Monkey King, and snatch red packets together! 

Therefore, the saying on earth was wrong! 

However, the same theory was valid between the Three Realms of heaven, earth, and man and the 

Hong Meng Demon Realm! 

A day in the Three Realms of heaven, earth, and man would mean thirty-six days in the Hong Meng 

Demon Realm! 

In this way, little Daji the third generation spiritual girl was about 18 years old! 
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Now that he knew her age, he finally had a clue and would not have to search blindly like a headless fly. 

“But, we can’t find him just by knowing his age …” 

Wu Gutu frowned and said,”as far as I know, there are tens of thousands of cities in the Hong Meng 

Demon Realm, and the population is no less than a trillion!” Eighteen-year-old girls must also be as 

numerous as the stars in the sky, and it’s impossible to find them!” 

 you may not have a way, but my bro bei has a way!  
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The six-eared macaque smiled evilly and said, ” “Daji the third spiritual lady has the demonic Fire Red 

Lotus mark on her body! My bro bei has the Golden gaze fiery eyes. As long as he sees an 18-year-old 

girl from head to toe, he’ll know if she’s the real one!” 

“Pfft …” 

Chen Xiaobei was speechless.  “To think you could think of such a wretched method!” 

“It’s wretched, but it’s still a way!” Six-eared macaque laughed. 

“Don’t talk nonsense! Let’s take a look at the town ahead first!” Chen Xiaobei had always felt that he 

owed little fox a lot. 

Chen Xiaobei would not do something that would be too shameful for little fox if he used his x-ray vision 

on another girl before he even found her. 

After that, the group walked towards the town ahead. 

The town here was also very special. It was built against the mountains and looked like the cave 

dwellings on earth. However, each individual building was bigger than the cave dwellings. They formed a 

community and were enough for tens of millions of people to live. 

According to Wu Gutu, there were tens of thousands of large cities in the Hong Meng Demon Realm, 

and each city had a population of more than 100 million. 

From the looks of it, the town in front of them was probably just a small stronghold outside the city. 

“Who are you people?” 

As soon as they entered the town, a group of demon guards surrounded them. 

These demons were all in the form of human-wolf hybrids. They wore fine armor and held a special kind 

of curved hook in their hands. 

Judging from the spiritual fluctuations, their armor and weapons were all high-rank earth-god 

instruments. 

If they were in the earth-god Realm, their armors and weapons would probably make the top forces 

fight for them. 

And this group of Wolfman Warriors were only guards! 

From the small to the big, the overall strength of the Hong Meng Demon Realm was far higher than that 

of the earth immortal realm! 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: early dongxu stage. Lifespan: 340,000 years, physical body: 4.5 billion, 

combat power: 4.5 billion, primordial spirit attack-three-star heaven immortal level! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei used his netherspirit battlescouter to scan the room again. 

The leader of The Wolfman Warriors had the same cultivation as Chen Xiaobei! 

In the earth-god Realm, a seven-star dongxu stage cultivator could be a high-level elder of a peak force. 



And here, he was just a guard leader of a town stronghold! 

This once again proved that the comprehensive strength of the Hong Meng Demon Realm was more 

than one level higher than that of the earth immortal realm! 

“We’re human world immortal cultivators who entered the Hong Meng Demon Realm to train by 

chance!” 

Wu Gutu quickly flew to the front and answered. 

“The mortal realm?” 

The leader of the human-Wolf Pack frowned and said disdainfully, ” “A cultivator from a weak plane 

actually has the guts to enter the Hong Meng Demon Realm? Aren’t you afraid of not being able to 

return?” 

As soon as he said that, the surrounding Wolfman Warriors all sneered in disdain. 

In their eyes, the mortal world was a weak plane, and the cultivators of the mortal world couldn’t 

compare to them at all. 

“We don’t need you to worry about our safety. I just want to ask if you’ve seen this pattern before.” 

Chen Xiaobei took a step forward and activated his fire ethereal force, forming a demonic Fire Red Lotus 

seal. 

Of course, this demonic Fire Red Lotus mark was only for show and didn’t have any special power or 

aura. 

“I’ve seen it before!” 

The leader of the human-Wolf Pack raised his eyebrows and smiled greedily.”But if you want me to tell 

you, you have to at least treat us to a drink, right?” 

It was obvious that the leader of the werewolves did not really want to drink. He just wanted Chen 

Xiaobei to give him money. 

“How many spirit stones is enough for you to drink?” Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate. A problem that 

could be solved with money was not a problem. 

“Ten thousand!” 

The leader of the human-Wolf Pack stretched out a finger and said greedily, ” “Top grade spirit stones!” 

The Wolfman Warriors around Chen Xiaobei looked at him with greedy and vicious expressions. It was 

obvious that they were threatening Chen Xiaobei. 

From this, it could be seen that although the comprehensive strength of the Hong Meng Demon Realm 

was much higher than that of the earth immortal realm, the soldiers at the bottom level were the same 

as the soldiers at the bottom level of the earth immortal realm! 

They were equally poor! 



10,000 high-grade spiritual stones was not worth threatening Chen Xiaobei with that vicious look! 

“I’ll give you 100 million!” 

Without even blinking, Chen Xiaobei took out a piece of low-grade spiritual Jade and threw it to the 

leader. 

“Hiss …” 

All The Wolfman Warriors, including their leader, could not help but gasp at the sight before them. It 

was as if they had never seen a lower-grade spiritual Jade in their lives. 

“Oh my God! It’s a real low-grade spiritual Jade!” 

The werewolf leader held the piece of low-grade spiritual Jade in his hands and swallowed. When he 

looked at Chen Xiaobei again, his expression was completely different.”This Lord! Who exactly are you? 

There’s no inferior-grade spirit Jade in the human world!” 

“You don’t need to know who it is! You took my money and now you have to answer my questions?” 

Chen Xiaobei said. 

 uh …  the werewolf leader’s expression froze for a moment before he awkwardly said, ” “That Red Lotus 

pattern seems to be the totem of coitus faction …” 

“Coitus faction? What is that place?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 it’s an evil sect in the Western Region. They only accept female disciples, and they cultivate the art of 

sexual intercourse, which absorbs yang to supplement Yin. It’s extremely overbearing and powerful!  

The leader of the human-Wolf Pack swallowed his saliva and said, ” “Sir, if you don’t have the ability to 

protect yourself, don’t go! Otherwise, if you’re caught and used as a human cauldron, you’ll be 

squeezed dry by that group of Demonesses!” 

 what the hell is this??? ” Chen Xiaobei felt a headache coming on.   impossible … The little fox would 

never join such a sect …  

“Little fox?” The leader of the human-Wolf Pack was stunned. He swallowed his saliva and said, ” “This 

Lord! Don’t tell me you’re going to find the thousand-faced fox fairy?” 

“Thousand-faced fox deity? Who is that?” Chen Xiaobei’s heart skipped a beat. 

If little fox really did join coitus faction, Chen Xiaobei would kill himself. 

“That’s one of the three Palace Masters of joyous Union Palace! She’s known as the most beautiful 

woman in the Western Region!” 

The leader of the human-Wolf Pack said embarrassedly,”it’s said that she has plucked the Yang Qi from 

tens of thousands of men!” His cultivation had already reached the one-star SkyDemon realm! If the few 

of you go, you won’t be able to escape her demonic claws!” 

“Alright! Don’t say anymore!” 



Chen Xiaobei could no longer listen to them calmly. He urged, ” “Quickly tell me, how do I get to joyous 

Union Palace?” 

“There’s an imperial capital of wild wolf 800000 miles to the East of this place. There’s a magical 

teleportation formation there, and you can go to the cities near the joyous Union Palace …” The leader 

of the human-Wolf Pack said sheepishly. 

“Let’s go!” 

Chen Xiaobei summoned the demonic Crow King and led the group to the wild wolf Kingdom. 
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“God Chen … You … You don’t have to be so nervous …” 

 Daji the third spiritual lady is only eighteen years old, ” Wu Gutu said embarrassedly.  that thousand-

faced fox fairy or whatever is able to become one of the three Palace Masters of joyous Union Palace. 

She must be an old demon in Hong Meng Demon Realm!  

“Of course I know that the thousand-faced Fox immortal is not little Daji, but I can’t accept little Daji 

joining coitus faction … Isn’t this a joke?” Chen Xiaobei’s brows were furrowed, and he could not hide 

the nervousness in his eyes. 

As the saying goes, concern will lead to chaos. 

Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was so strong that it was no weaker than a divine immortal’S. He would not 

be moved even if the sky fell and the earth cracked. 

However, when it came to his loved ones, no matter how strong his state of mind was, he would 

inevitably panic. 

Especially when it involved little Daji! 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei have feelings for her, but he also felt sorry for her. To put it bluntly, Chen 

Xiaobei owed her his life! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei did not want anything to happen to Daji’s spiritual girl of the third 

generation. 

Once one entered the heretic path of the coitus faction, harvesting yang to supplement Yin all year 

round and losing Yin virtue, one was destined to have a bad end! 

“Accelerate! Hurry up! Accelerate!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly urged the demonic Crow King. 

In fact, The Raven King might have the bloodline of an immortal beast. Although it was only at the peak 

of the earth immortal realm, its speed was infinitely close to that of a half-step heaven immortal. 

At their current speed, it would not take long for them to reach the capital of the wild wolf Kingdom. 
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However, Chen Xiaobei was so anxious that he kept urging her. No matter how fast he went, he would 

find it too slow. 

“Swish!” 

However, at this moment, an extreme shadow rushed from behind, its speed was several times faster 

than the demonic Crow King. 

 what’s that?!  

Chen Xiaobei’s face was filled with shock. 

“Whoosh …” 

Suddenly, Ji Ying’s speed slowed down and he flew to the side of the devil Crow King. 

 this … This is a one-star heavenly demon, ashen cloud bird!!!  

Six-eared macaque recognized Ji Ying immediately and explained, ” “Bro bei, a sky demon is equivalent 

to a sky immortal! This ash cloud bird’s cultivation has already reached the one star heaven immortal 

level!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded, but his eyes were still on the sky demon! 

This bird named ash cloud was more than ten times bigger than the devil Crow King and could carry 

thousands of people on its back at the same time! 

Its eyes were like Amber, emitting a golden spiritual light! 

Its wings were full and soft, and when it flew, it was like a cloud floating in the sky! Depending on the 

weather and lighting, it could also present different colors, which was very magical! 

From this, it could be seen that in the Hong Meng Demon Realm, the demon tribe at the earth immortal 

level and the demon tribe at the heaven immortal level existed at the same time. They were not 

separated by the law of space like the heaven realm and the human realm. 

If other human world cultivators were here, they would be scared to death by the ash cloud bird. 

However, Chen Xiaobei and the others did not show any fear. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei and the others had not ascended, they did not care about one-star sky 

Immortals. 

“What do you want to do by flying to our side?” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the ash cloud bird and asked in human language. 

Demons and beasts were different. 

Beasts did not understand the human language. They could only talk to humans after they had 

awakened their spirits and become demons. They could understand the human language and cultivate 

human cultivation techniques. 

The vast majority of the living beings in the Hong Meng Demon Realm were demons. 



Therefore, he didn’t need to speak to them in the beast language. 

“I can give you a ride since you’re in a hurry! In return, I’ll take three hundred upper spiritual stones!” 

The ash cloud bird did not open its mouth, but from the top of its head, a sweet-sounding young girl’s 

voice could be heard. 

This voice was clear, clean, and full of vitality. If it was a person’s voice, it would definitely be a young 

and beautiful girl. 

“Deal!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s heart was burning with anxiety. 300 high-grade spiritual stones for the road fee was too 

cheap. 

After saying that, the devil Crow King flew onto the back of the ash cloud bird. 

 sorry to trouble you, miss. We’re going to the blue Wolf Kingdom’s capital!  

Chen Xiaobei kept the demonic Crow King, took out the spiritual stones, and walked towards the head of 

the cloud bird. 

“No trouble at all! As long as you have spirit stones, you can even go to Hong Meng heaven!” 

As expected, an extremely beautiful girl jumped out from the ash-gray cloud bird’s head and rushed to 

Chen Xiaobei. 

This young girl was very charming. 

Her skin was fair and smooth, like milk! 

Her facial features were so beautiful that even with Chen Xiaobei’s eyes, he could not find any flaws! 

Her long black hair fluttered in the wind, giving off a faint floral scent that was refreshing! 

She was wearing a green gauze dress that fluttered in the wind. She was radiant and simply a living fairy! 

Sound! Good looks! Temperament! Everything was so perfect! 

And when you see her figure! He would even complain that the creator was too biased! 

This young lady looked to be around 17 or 18 years old, but her figure was very tall and slender. Her long 

legs under the muslin skirt were thin and straight, extremely attractive! 

Her small waist was so slim that he couldn’t even pinch out a trace of fat! 

If you think she has a bamboo-like figure, you’re completely wrong! 

There were two amazing curves on her chest and waist. They were round, fair, and tight. Any 

supermodel would be weak in front of her! 

“Here …” 

Even with Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind, he was stunned for three whole seconds before he came back to 

his senses and handed over the spiritual stone. 



Behind him, six-eared macaque was also stunned. 

However, luohou, Taiyi, Emperor Jiang, and candle jiuyin, the four pre-Saints at the peak of ancient 

times, were very calm. As if he was looking at the scenery, he glanced at the young girl with a calm 

expression, his heart unmoved. 

“Ha, men.” 

The girl took the spirit stone and smiled coldly. 

In her eyes, Chen Xiaobei was a lecherous man and she despised him from the bottom of her heart. 

“To the blue Wolf Kingdom …” 

The girl sat back on the head of the ashen cloud bird, pulled up the surrounding feathers, and covered 

her body like a quilt. 

“Woof!” 

The next moment, the ashen cloud bird flapped its wings and sped up. The strong wind blew Chen 

Xiaobei and six-eared macaque away. 

Fortunately, Emperor Jiang and Taiyi reacted quickly and forcibly stopped them. 

“This girl’s temper is quite fierce!” 

Six-eared macaque snapped back to reality and said, ” “Bro bei! Take out your magic weapon and teach 

her a lesson! Let’s see how she can still be so proud.” 

“Don’t get too excited …” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said in a low voice, ” “This girl isn’t simple! She’s only a half-step 

heaven immortal! But she can control a one-star heaven immortal level ash cloud bird!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was not a perverted person. While he was stunned by the girl’s beauty, he did 

not forget to check her background! 

“I see …” 

Six-eared macaque was taken aback.  “Bro bei! Do you think it’s possible that she’s Daji’s third 

generation spiritual lady?” 
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 “There is indeed such a possibility …” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” spiritual lady Daji the third has the demonic Fire Red Lotus mark 

on her!  That was the Supreme totem of the demon race! As long as she can comprehend the special 

ability in the imprint, she can control other demons!” 

 if that’s the case, what are you waiting for, bro bei? ” 
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Six-eared macaque licked his lips and laughed evilly, ” “Quickly activate your fiery golden eyes and take a 

good look. Does she really have the demonic Fire Red Lotus?” 

 er …  Chen Xiaobei was stunned.”This method is too wretched …” 

Chen Xiaobei was the Lord of the mortal world, the Daoist master of beixuan, and the high deity of the 

tribe of severity. It would be a disgrace to him to do that! 

“It’s perverted but useful!” 

“If she really is Daji the third generation spiritual lady, we won’t have to waste our time in the Hong 

Meng Demon Realm!” Six-eared macaque said with a smirk. Don’t forget! The earlier he ascended to the 

heavenly realm, the earlier he could snatch the territory! Snatching resources!” 

“No hurry …” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” there are 36 days in the Hong Meng Demon Realm, but 

only one day in the human realm! Even if we search here for a year, only a little more than ten days 

would have passed in the human world! We can make it in time!” 

“Ah …” 

Six-eared macaque sighed and said, ” bro bei, you’ve really matured! If it was the you on earth, I don’t 

need to tell you, you would already want to do some shameful things!” 

“Everyone needs to grow! “You can’t be a teenager forever …” Chen Xiaobei was speechless. 

Back then, Chen Xiaobei was also the group leader of the ‘old drivers’ group! Its dirty power was 

boundless, even Wei Xiaobao and the lecherous man had to admit defeat! 

“Bro bei! Stop hesitating!” 

 ” if you don’t act now, ” six-eared macaque said, ” you’ll regret it when we get to the blue Wolf 

Kingdom and this lady leaves!  

“You’re just standing there and talking!”  why don’t we do this? ” Chen Xiaobei pouted.  I’ll give you 

spiritual stones, and you can turn into her!  Since you can solve the problem, you can also admire 

yourself. Isn’t that great?” 

“Uh …” 

Six-eared macaque’s face turned green. He shook his head and said, ” “No, no, no! I have my principles! I 

definitely won’t turn into a woman!” 

“Isn’t this settled?” 

“You have your own principles, and I have my own bottom line!” Chen said seriously. I’m here to find 

little Daji! He would definitely not touch other women! Otherwise, how would I have the face to see 

her?” 

 fine … I can’t beat you in an argument …  six-eared macaque sighed. He did not want to persuade Chen 

Xiaobei to use that dirty trick anymore. 



 what? ” Chen Xiaobei asked, ” brother Taiyi, can’t you sense the demonic aura that normal people 

can’t? ” 

 no!  Taiyi shook his head.  the demonic Fire Red Lotus mark is an extraordinary existence. I can’t feel it, 

and I’m afraid even Nuwa can’t!  

 that’s true …  Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

Previously, mother Nuwa had said that the mark of the demonic Fire Red Lotus was imprinted on Daji by 

the heavenly Dao. 

In other words, under the heavenly Dao, no one could sense the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint, and no 

one could deduce it! 

“This way, we’re back to the original problem!” 

 I can’t sense it, ” the six-eared macaque said.  I can’t predict it, so I can only see it with my eyes. That’s 

the only way to verify it!  Bro bei, you don’t want to use the Golden gaze fiery eyes! Do I have to take off 

her clothes to take a look?” 

 uh …  Chen Xiaobei was speechless. 

According to Taiyi, not even mother Nuwa could sense or calculate this. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei were to ask Lady Nuwa now, there would be no solution. 

“It seems that I can only go over and talk to her!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and used his ethereal force to protect his body as he walked towards 

the head of the cangyun bird. 

 bro bei has really changed …  

Six-eared macaque sighed and said, ” “Not only does he have the identity of a Big Shot, but he also has 

the mental state of a Big Shot! If it was before, a single dog food would solve the problem!” 

“This is bro bei’s Dao heart!” Rahu’s eyes narrowed.  good and evil, right and wrong, yin and yang, black 

and white. Bro bei already has a clear definition in his heart!  However, the world is to hold fast to the 

Dao heart!” 

 of course!  Di Jiang nodded and said, ” as long as bro bei perseveres, he will definitely be able to find the 

human Dao seal in the future!  

 we can’t say these things in front of bro bei. We don’t want to shake his Dao heart!  Taiyi reminded. 

“Of course!” 

The candle Dragon looked at the six-eared macaque and said,”Little six-eared! Compared to bro bei, 

your innate ability is so much worse!” 

 uh …  six-eared macaque said, ” “I don’t want to become a saint, I just want to be free!” 

 without bro bei, would you be able to live a carefree life? ” The candle Dragon asked. 



 this …  the six-eared macaque was at a loss for words. 

In fact, it was not just six-eared macaque. Everyone around Chen Xiaobei was safe and sound because 

Chen Xiaobei was standing in front of them, taking all the danger and pressure! 

Without Chen Xiaobei’s insistence, what would bei Xuan faction be like? What would the earth-god 

Realm be like? 

“Hiss …” 

Six-eared macaque gasped and said, ” “I shouldn’t have underestimated bro bei’s Dao heart!” 

“It’s good that you understand!” “Don’t say things that you shouldn’t say in the future!” The candle 

Dragon said indifferently. 

Six-eared macaque nodded and kept his mouth shut. 

Obviously, how could Luo Yi and the other three not have a way to deal with a little girl? 

The reason why the four of them did not say anything was that they were afraid of affecting Chen 

Xiaobei’s Dao heart. 

Chen Xiaobei was very concerned about Daji the third spiritual lady. If this matter was not handled 

properly, Chen Xiaobei’s Taoist heart would be damaged or even completely destroyed! 

…… 

“Young lady.” 

Chen Xiaobei stood three meters away from the girl and said politely, ” “I want to ask you a question!” 

“I don’t want to answer you!” The girl replied, not even looking at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Can I pay?” “As long as you answer my question, I’m willing to give you as many spiritual stones as you 

want!” 

It was obvious that this young girl wanted to earn 300 upper spiritual stones as the road fee. It was clear 

that she loved money and was in need of it. 

Chen Xiaobei happened to be super rich. 

As long as he could confirm his suspicions, Chen Xiaobei was willing to give up all his wealth! 

“Get lost!” 

However, when the girl heard that Chen Xiaobei was going to pay, she was furious. 

Even the ash cloud bird was furious,”you stinky men!” There were only those few questions! What’s 

miss’s name? Where did he come from? Do you have a partner? My ears are getting calluses from 

hearing it!” 

 uh …  Chen Xiaobei was sweating.”You’ve misunderstood. I’m not asking about that?” 

“What?” 



As soon as he said that, the ash cloud bird immediately shouted with murderous intent, ” “Don’t tell me 

you’re going to ask about her three measurements? Do you believe that I will kill you right now?” 

 pfft …  Chen Xiaobei almost spat out a mouthful of blood. 
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It was obvious that this young lady was too beautiful. Since she was young, she must have been 

harassed by countless perverts. 

It was no wonder that her Mount, the ash cloud bird, was particularly sensitive to perverts. 

Before Chen Xiaobei could even ask, the girl and the cangyun bird already thought that Chen Xiaobei 

was a pervert. 

“No… Can you guys let me finish?” 

Chen Xiaobei rubbed his forehead and said, ” “I wanted to ask if you have such a birthmark on your 

body?” 

“Whoosh …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei used his fire ethereal force to form a picture of the red karmic fire Lotus. 

“A birthmark?” 

Finally, the young girl glanced over and glanced at the demonic Fire Red Lotus imprint. 

In the next moment, the expression on her beautiful and flawless face changed greatly. 

“You’ve seen this mark! Is she with you?” 

Chen Xiaobei was also excited. 

At the moment, his luck was off the charts, and he might really be able to find Daji the third spiritual 

lady directly. 

If that was the case, then it would save him a lot of trouble! 

“Shameless hooligan! How dare you compare me, Yan Lingshi, to the demoness of coitus faction!” 

Suddenly, the girl jumped up and glared at Chen Xiaobei with her beautiful eyes. She was so angry that 

she was about to spit fire! 

“Ha?” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly explained, ” “I didn’t mean it that way … I just …” 

“You didn’t mean that?” 

Yan Lingshi’s little face was cold as she said solemnly,”Who doesn’t know that all the Demonesses of the 

joyous Union Palace have the tattoo of the ‘joyous Union demonic Lotus’? You still say that you don’t 

treat me like one of those shameless Demonesses who pluck yang to supplement Yin!” 
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“I’m asking about the birthmark!” It wasn’t a tattoo! Furthermore, this is the demonic Fire Red Lotus in 

my hand! It’s not the Acacia silk demonic Lotus …” 

“Stop wasting accounts! Take your spirit stones and get lost! Otherwise, you will bear the 

consequences!” Yan Lingshi looked pure and pleasant, but she was never polite to perverts. 

“Whoosh …” 

With a wave of her hand, Yan Lingshi took out the 300 superior-grade spiritual stones that Chen Xiaobei 

had given her. 

At the same time, the ashen cloud bird stopped moving forward and stopped in place. It cursed, ” 

“Damn pervert! Get lost! Don’t dirty this great aunt’s feathers!” 

“F * ck! She didn’t listen to what he said! Do you have to fight?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face turned cold and angry. 

Dao Xin was important, but it did not mean that Chen Xiaobei would be a good person without a 

temper! 

Since the other party was being unreasonable, Chen Xiaobei would naturally put away his kind side. 

“Make a move?” 

“You’re just an early dongxu stage trash. Do you think you’re worthy of fighting me?” Yan Lingshi said 

disdainfully. 

“Little girl! You can still afford to answer my questions now! Otherwise, I’ll catch you and spank your 

butt! Don’t cry!” 

Chen Xiaobei was really angry. 

Even though it was only right for Yan Lingshi to remind him to be wary of perverts, Chen Xiaobei did not 

understand. 

If he was really a pervert, he would have already activated his fiery golden eyes and seen through Yan 

Lingshi’s every hair. Why would he bother to ask? 

“Hit my butt? I’m going to take your life!” 

Without a doubt, Yan Lingshi had already determined that Chen Xiaobei was a perverted pervert who 

must have harmed many young girls! 

In Yan Lingshi’s eyes, killing Chen Xiaobei was like getting rid of an evil for the people! 

“Swish!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Yan Lingshi had already charged out. 

Chen Xiaobei had seen that Yan Lingshi was a half-step heaven immortal. 

Her cultivation, speed, and strength were all a hundred times better than Chen Xiaobei’s. They were not 

even on the same level. 



“Woof!” 

She stretched out her hand, and her snow-white true essence was instantly activated, forming a sharp 

light as sharp as a saber! 

“Eh?” 

At this time, the ash cloud bird let out an extremely puzzled voice, ” “Is this kid stupid? Why aren’t you 

running? Why didn’t his companions help him? Could it be that he is tired of living and specially came to 

the ‘master half immortal’ to seek death?” 

The battle was just as the ash cloud bird had said. 

Facing Yan Lingshi’s attack, Chen Xiaobei had no intention of dodging. 

At the same time, Luo Yi and the others were just watching the show from afar. They had no intention of 

making a move. 

“You really want to die! Then I’ll fulfill your wish!” 

A hint of doubt flashed across Yan Lingshi’s eyes, but she would never be soft-hearted when faced with 

perverts. 

The huge Frost Blade was aimed at Chen Xiaobei’s neck. 

However, Chen Xiaobei, Luo Yi and the others were as calm as ever. In fact, they even wanted to laugh. 

“A bunch of lunatics!” 

Yan Lingshi cursed under her breath. She had already decided that the frost Blade would behead Chen 

Xiaobei in the next moment. 

“Beng! Chacha …” 

However, Yan Lingshi did not expect that her ethereal force, which was a half-step heavenly immortal, 

would not hurt Chen Xiaobei at all when it hit his neck. Instead, the blade of ethereal force shattered on 

its own! 

“H-how is this possible? That kid didn’t even use his protective Zhen Yuan! With just his physical body, 

he was able to withstand the power of a half-step heaven immortal!” 

Yan Lingshi and the ash cloud bird cried out at the same time. They were so shocked by the scene in 

front of them that they could not believe their eyes. 

Even if their imaginations were to break through the horizon, they would definitely not be able to think 

of the reason. 

Yan Lingshi’s speed and strength were a hundred times better than Chen Xiaobei’s! However, Chen 

Xiaobei had one thing that was probably ten thousand times better than Yan Lingshi’s! 

That’s right! 

That was the body! 



Chen Xiaobei had managed to get a one-star divine immortal beast blood from Shen tu, and with the 

two-star divine immortal blood that he had already stored, he had reached the two-star divine immortal 

level with the help of the heavens-killing tyrant body technique! 

Yan Lingshi could not hurt Chen Xiaobei, and even if the ashen Cloud Birds attacked together, they 

would not be able to do anything to Chen Xiaobei. 

“It’s my turn!” 

Chen Xiaobei activated the witch Dragon’s nine transformation. 

Ling jiuxiao flashed and went directly behind Yan Lingshi. He grabbed her right wrist and pinned her right 

hand to her back before lifting it up. 

Although the physical strength of a two-star heaven immortal was not comparable to the true origin of 

someone of the same level, it was more than enough to subdue Yan Lingshi! 

“Uh …” 

Yan Lingshi had never seen the witch Dragon’s nine transformation? Chen Xiaobei caught her right hand 

before she could defend herself. 

Her arm hurt so badly that she could only bend down to relieve it. 

Thus, her alluring bottom involuntarily perked up. 

“Release me! Let me go!” 

Yan Lingshi struggled with all her might, but the more she struggled, the more her arm hurt. 

Unless she abandoned this body, she would not be able to escape from Chen Xiaobei’s control. 

“Let you go?” 

Chen Xiaobei held Yan Lingshi with one hand and raised his other hand high.  “I didn’t say you were the 

coitus faction’s demoness and you already tried to kill me! Then you said I’m a pervert, shouldn’t I 

punish you?” 

“No! Don’t!” Yan Lingshi shrieked miserably. 

 master half-immortal!!!  The ash cloud bird was also in a state of panic, and it kept screaming. 
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3407 Spare me, senior 

Pa pa pa … Pa pa pa … 

Chen Xiaobei did not hold back. He raised his hand and started to slap her. 

Although Chen Xiaobei did not think of it as evil, he had to admit that the feeling was the best of the 

best. It was the best of the best, and he could not stop. 
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“Bastard! I will definitely kill you!” 

Yan Lingshi gritted her teeth. Her fair face revealed an extremely ashamed expression. Of course, there 

was also unparalleled hatred. 

She was extremely beautiful and had been harassed by countless hooligans since she was young. 

But! Until now, not a single hooligan had touched her. 

However, not only did Chen Xiaobei become the first man to touch her, he even gave her a round of 

embarrassing spanking. 

To Yan Lingshi, Chen Xiaobei had crossed the line! Only by killing Chen Xiaobei could he vent his anger! 

“You little brat! Let go of the half-immortal! Otherwise, I’ll kill your companions!” 

When the cangyun bird saw that Yan Lingshi had been beaten up, it was naturally eager to protect its 

master. 

With an angry roar, the ash cloud bird’s body suddenly condensed a layer of intense energy! 

This kind of energy was similar to true essence, but it was more condensed, more profound, and more in 

line with the Dao of heaven and earth! 

That’s right! This was immortal essence! 

The most unique characteristic of a mortal turning into a heaven immortal was the transformation of 

quintessential essence into immortal essence! 

From then on, one could have their primordial spirit leave their body, and their celestial origin would be 

mysterious! 

“Whoosh …” 

At this moment, everyone was standing on the back of the ashen cloud bird and was covered by a layer 

of grey immortal essence. 

Without a doubt, Luo Yi and the others did not have the physique of a heaven immortal. Once the ash 

cloud bird used its true power, they would definitely be injured or killed. 

“Alright! You’ve killed my companion! I’m going to twist this girl’s head off!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not give in. Instead, he became even more overbearing.  other people like good-

looking skin, but I like dripping blood!  

“Hiss …” 

The ash cloud bird couldn’t help but take a deep breath, its pupils shrinking and its heart beating wildly! 

Chen Xiaobei’s tone was very calm. 

However, the cangyun bird felt an indescribable pressure. It was as if an ancient Emperor had 

descended into this world, and his words could decide the rise and fall of all living beings! When he was 

angry, he could cause the entire universe to collapse! 



Under Chen Xiaobei’s pressure, the cangyun bird felt as small as an ant that could be crushed into pieces 

at any moment! 

This pressure was enough to make the cangyun bird believe that if anyone dared to touch Luo Yi and the 

others, Chen Xiaobei would really do what he said and cut off Yan Lingshi’s head! 

“Cang Yun! Stop!” 

Who knew that Chen Xiaobei’s aura would even affect Yan Lingshi? 

The woman was still burning with anger a second ago, but she was much calmer now.”This bastard is 

very powerful! If he was really a pervert, he didn’t need to talk nonsense with me! If you attack me 

directly, I won’t be able to resist!” 

 master half immortal …  the ash cloud bird was not convinced and asked, ” “Just how strong is this kid?” 

“Two-star heaven immortal realm!” Yan Lingshi said helplessly. 

“What? Is he hiding his cultivation?” 

The cangyun bird was shocked, it quickly retracted its immortal essence and said nervously, ” “Senior, 

please spare me! I didn’t mean to offend you …” 

“Silly bird! Shut up!” 

“If you didn’t say that!” Chen Xiaobei said. I wouldn’t need to do it!” 

It was clear that the cangyun bird had mistakenly thought that Chen Xiaobei was going to ask Yan Lingshi 

some private questions, and that was why the conflict between the two of them had escalated. 

“Gah …” 

The ash cloud bird swallowed its saliva and shut its mouth. 

Clearly, the Hong Meng Demon Realm was the same as the Three Realms of heaven, earth, and man. 

Strength was Supreme, and the strong were respected! 

A moment ago, the ash cloud bird was still trying to fight Chen Xiaobei and the others, but now, it had 

turned into a chicken! 

When it thought of Chen Xiaobei’s aura, the cloud bird did not even dare to breathe! 

At the celestial immortal realm, the gap between each major realm was like the difference between the 

sun and the moon. They were not on the same level at all! 

If Chen Xiaobei was really a two-star divine immortal, he could kill the cangyun bird with a snap of his 

fingers! 

Even if the ash cloud bird had ten times its courage, it would not dare to say anything more! 

“Senior! I misunderstood you as a pervert, it’s my fault! However, you’re hiding your cultivation and 

bullying the weak. That’s not something to be proud of! Aren’t you afraid of being laughed at by the 

world if you keep holding me?” 



Yan Lingshi calmed down and tried to goad Chen Xiaobei into letting her go. 

“I’m not afraid!” 

Chen Xiaobei sneered, ” “I’ve come to the Hong Meng Demon Realm to do something, and I’ll leave after 

I’m done! Whoever likes to laugh, just laugh!” 

 you …  Yan Lingshi almost choked. 

He had never seen such a thick-skinned senior! 

Yan Lingshi’s goading did not work, so she could only give in and say,”Senior! I know I was wrong! I beg 

you to let me go …” 

“Yes, your attitude is not bad!” 

 I can let you go!  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  but you have to answer my question!  

“Problem?” 

Yan Lingshi’s expression froze for a moment before she hurriedly said,”I don’t have a Red Lotus 

birthmark on my body!” 

“Really?” Chen Xiaobei did not fully believe her. 

After all, Yan Lingshi’s personality was strong and she was clean. Even if she had the demonic Fire Red 

Lotus, she was afraid that others would mistake it for the Acacia demonic Lotus, so she would naturally 

insist that she did not have a birthmark. 

“I swear!” 

Yan Lingshi furrowed her brows and said,”I swear on my chastity!” I really don’t have a birthmark on my 

body!” 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was filled with disappointment. 

Yan Lingshi regarded her chastity as a bottom line that could not be touched, and her oath was 

definitely true. 

In other words, Yan Lingshi was not Daji the third spiritual maiden. 

“You can go …” 

Chen Xiaobei let go of Yan Lingshi as if he had lost his soul. 

“Senior! Do you want me to read your fortune?” 

After Yan Lingshi was released, she was certain that Chen Xiaobei was not a pervert. Not only did she 

not rush to leave, she stared at Chen Xiaobei with her crystal-like eyes and observed him from head to 

toe. 

 there’s no need …  Chen Xiaobei’s voice was cold and disappointed. 



“Let’s do a divination!” 

The corners of Yan Lingshi’s lips lifted, and her rose-colored lips revealed a smile that stunned 

everyone.”I, Yan lingpote, give you the nickname of Hong Meng little half fairy! So many people are 

begging me to tell their fortune! I don’t even count!” 

“I said no need!” Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” “If you could predict good or bad, would you still be beaten 

by me?” 

 you …  Yan Lingshi’s smile froze, and she choked on her words again. 

This was the first time in her life that Yan Lingshi had met a man like Chen Xiaobei who did not care 

about his looks or fortune-telling! 

Yan Lingshi felt deeply defeated and could only grumble in her heart. 

This guy was definitely not a man! 

“Don’t have any crooked thoughts, or else, it won’t just be spanking your butt next time!” Chen 

Xiaobei’s eyes were sharp, as if he could read people’s minds. 
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3408 Big brother is angry 

“Senior, you’ve misunderstood … I didn’t have any crooked ideas …” 

Yan Lingshi was all smiles on the surface, but she was vicious on the inside.”Damn bastard! This revenge 

of you hitting my butt! I, Yan Lingshi, will get my revenge sooner or later!” 

“How far is the blue Wolf Kingdom?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“I’ll be there in ten minutes!” Yan Lingshi patted the ash cloud bird, and the latter flapped its wings 

again and flew forward. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei returned to Luo Yi and the others. 

Yan Lingshi was squatting on the ground, picking up the spiritual stones that she had just thrown away 

one by one. 

Even though she did not like Chen Xiaobei, she could at least confirm that he was different from the 

perverts she had met before. 

Hence, Yan Lingshi was more than happy to earn this travel fee. 

…… 

The capital of the blue Wolf Kingdom! 

Looking down from the sky, it was an extremely huge city! The scale of this city was larger than any of 

the main cities in the earth-god Realm! He couldn’t see the end of the city wall at a glance! 
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Not only was it huge, but the scale and level of the city in front of them were also dozens of levels higher 

than the cities in the earth-god Realm! 

Just by looking at the bricks on the city wall, they were all five-star earth-god level! Moreover, there 

were exquisite runes carved on it to increase its defense! 

There was a divine immortal level restriction at the city gate! 

Even a one-star heaven immortal couldn’t enter and leave the city freely unless they had the mark of the 

blue Wolf Kingdom’s imperial capital on them! 

“Whoosh …” 

The ash cloud bird landed a few hundred meters away from the city gate. 

“Senior! The gates of the blue Wolf Kingdom’s capital is just up ahead!” 

Yan Lingshi kept the ash cloud bird into a spirit beast bracelet and asked casually,”Is this your first time 

in the blue Wolf Kingdom?” 

“Why are you asking this?” Chen Xiaobei retorted coldly. 

Since Yan Lingshi was not Daji the third spiritual lady, Chen Xiaobei had no interest in her. 

Chen Xiaobei even hoped that Yan Lingshi would leave as soon as possible so that she would not pester 

him. If Daji misunderstood her, it would be troublesome. 

“I don’t have any other intentions! I just want to remind you! It’s your first time here, so you have to pay 

attention to a lot of rules!” 

“For example, only the ash Wolf aristocrats can fly in the city!” Yan Lingshi said indifferently. Another 

example was that private fighting was absolutely forbidden! Even if you’re a two-star celestial immortal, 

don’t break the rules. Otherwise, you’ll either be killed or crippled!” 

“Thanks!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and led the group to the city gate. 

“Good luck!” 

Yan Lingshi did not leave. A sly smile appeared on her pretty face.”Damn bastard! If you break through 

the city gate without the mark of the wolf, you will be whipped 300 times! Just wait for your ass to 

bloom! Hmph!” 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei and the others were not familiar with the rules of the Hong Meng 

Demon Realm. 

Yan Lingshi stayed where she was, waiting to see him make a fool of himself. 

…… 

“Stop!” 



As expected, when Chen Xiaobei and the rest reached the city gate, they were stopped by a werewolf 

warrior in bronze armor.  “Who are you people? How dare you break into the city gate without the mark 

of the wolf!” 

“The mark of a Wolf? What’s that?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Where did this idiot come from? You don’t even know about the wolf Mark?” 

The bronze Wolf Warrior said disdainfully, ” “Hurry up and get lost! I don’t have time to explain to you!” 

Chen Xiaobei and the others ‘faces turned cold. 

Chen Xiaobei was the Lord of the mortal world, while Luo hou and the others had the mentality of a 

peak-stage Sage-to-be. Even though they did not want to argue with an ant, this ant’s attitude really 

pissed them off. 

“Bro bei!” 

Seeing that everyone was angry, Wu Gutu quickly explained, ” “There’s a restrictive spell at the city 

gate! The wolf Mark he mentioned should be the identification of the people in the city! Only those with 

the mark on their body can pass through the restriction!” 

“How can I get the wolf Mark?” Chen Xiaobei asked, suppressing his anger. 

“I told you to get lost! Don’t you understand?”  the mark of the gray wolf is a symbol of noble status, ” 

the bronze Wolf Warrior said unhappily.  do you think any Tom, Dick, or Harry can get it? ” 

The moment Chen Xiaobei and the others arrived at the Hong Meng Demon Realm, they saw a werewolf 

town. 

The werewolves there clearly did not have the mark of a Wolf, so they could only live outside the 

imperial capital. 

From this, it could be seen that it would not be an easy task to obtain the wolf imprint. 

That was why the bronze Wolf Warrior did not even bother to explain and told Chen Xiaobei to get lost. 

“Giggle …” 

From a distance, Yan Lingshi laughed hysterically. She waved her little fist and said,”Damn bastard! 

Aren’t you very awesome? If you have the guts, then force your way in! A gutless coward! I’ve already 

seen that you’re not a man … Uh …” 

Yan Lingshi was laughing at Chen Xiaobei, but her throat suddenly choked, and she could not say 

another word. 

That was because the scene that appeared in front of her had instantly shattered her three views and 

even made her doubt her life! 

“Pa!!!” 

Chen Xiaobei slapped the bronze Wolf warrior’s face. 



“BOOM!” 

With this slap, the bronze helmet worn by the bronze Wolf Warrior shattered! 

Now, Chen Xiaobei’s physical strength had reached two-star divine immortal level, and his muscle 

strength was terrifying! 

Fortunately, he had the protection of this high-tier earth-god Helmet. Otherwise, this slap would have 

been enough to blow the head of this werewolf warrior apart! 

“Pfft …” 

Of course, even with the protection of the helmet, the bronze Wolf Warrior was still sent flying. He spat 

out his teeth and blood on the ground. He felt a splitting headache and almost fainted. He couldn’t even 

get up. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Seeing this, Yan Lingshi’s delicate body suddenly trembled violently. Her heart beat rapidly, and she 

could not believe her eyes. 

“Has this bastard gone crazy? In the blue Wolf Kingdom, beating up ordinary people was a serious 

crime! Beating up the ash Wolf Warriors is even more of a capital crime!” 

Yan Lingshi’s mind was a little muddled. 

From the bottom of her heart, she had always been a kind girl. 

Even though she had a conflict with Chen Xiaobei and wanted to teach him a lesson, she had never 

thought of killing him! 

Moreover, Luo Yi and the others had no grudges with her, so she didn’t want to kill innocent people. 

With this in mind, Yan Lingshi hurriedly rushed towards the city gate and shouted,”Senior, run! 

Otherwise, all of you will die!” 

“Escape?” 

“Can’t you tell that bro bei is angry?” Luo Yi said coldly. Either these pure wolves take the initiative to 

open the door! Or my bro bei will tear down the city gates!” 

“Hiss …” 

Yan Lingshi gasped. She could not imagine what kind of people Chen Xiaobei and his gang were. Haughty 

and overbearing should also choose a place! 

This was the capital of the blue Wolf Kingdom! 

As a peak two-star heaven immortal, the gray wolf Emperor was the most powerful expert in the area! 

There were many experts in the city! 10 billion soldiers! 

Furthermore, the ‘sky-slaughtering Wolf formation’ was a three-star heavenly immortal level formation, 

which was enough to fight against true immortals of the same level! 



Tearing down the city gates of the blue Wolf Kingdom? 

Yan Lingshi had never heard of such crazy words in her entire life! 

“You want to escape? Do you think that Cang guanhai is air?” 

At this moment, an extremely powerful voice came from behind the city gate. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

At the same time, thousands of ash Wolf Warriors surrounded them in an orderly manner. 
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 kill!!!  

These thousands of ash Wolf Warriors were all wearing nine-star earth-god mithril armor and holding 

Mithril halberds of the same level! 

They instantly formed a battle formation, which showed that they were well-trained! 

He pointed his sword at Chen Xiaobei, his murderous intent soaring! It could be seen that they were all 

elites who had experienced hundreds of battles! 

“Blue Wolf halberd warrior! The elite soldiers of the ashwolf tribe guarding the Imperial Palace! All of 

them were nine-star earth-god level cultivators! A thousand of them can form a battle formation of a 

mid to late-stage one-star heaven immortal!” 

Yan Lingshi’s pupils contracted uncontrollably, and her pretty face turned pale.”They should be near the 

Imperial Palace! Why are you at the city gate?” 

“You guys are unlucky! I’m just about to lead my troops out of the city to welcome the third Prince back! 

I’ll kill you guys along the way, and it’ll be a contribution, even if it’s neither big nor small!” 

At this moment, a middle-aged man in golden armor slowly walked over. 

This middle-aged man was also a Wolf demon, but his body had completely transformed into a human. 

From this, it could be seen that his cultivation base had already reached the one-star heaven immortal 

realm. 

In addition, the wolf-shaped golden armor he was wearing was a one-star heaven immortal artifact with 

strong spiritual nature! 

That’s right! 

This person was Cang guanhai who just spoke! 

The surrounding thousand Blue Wolf halberd Warriors were also led by him! 

“Oh no… Oh no…” 
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Yan Lingshi’s face was pale, and her palms and forehead were covered in cold sweat.”This man must be 

the commander of the Imperial Palace’s Imperial Guards! High-level nobles, royal family! It’s over … 

None of you will be able to escape …” 

“Woman, if you’re afraid, you can leave first!” 

Luo Yi looked at Chen Xiaobei and continued, ” “You want to set my bro bei up, but my bro bei doesn’t 

care about you! Staying here won’t do you any good!” 

 this …  Yan Lingshi’s expression froze. She thought that her little trick had not been discovered. 

However, she did not expect that Chen Xiaobei was an extremely smart person, and Luo Yi and the 

others were not to be outdone. 

How could she hide her little scheme? 

“Goodbye …” 

Yan Lingshi was not stupid. Even though Chen Xiaobei and the others were innocent, she did not want to 

die with them. She wanted to escape! 

However, the path of retreat had been sealed off by the blue Wolf halberd warrior. 

Yan Lingshi thought for a moment and walked towards the city gate. 

“I’m a good citizen … A good citizen …” 

Yan Lingshi had the mark of a Wolf on her, so she passed through the restriction and entered the city 

smoothly. 

After they entered the city, Yan Lingshi looked at Chen Xiaobei from afar and mumbled, ”  after you die, 

I’ll burn more joss paper, offer incense every day, and chant Sutras to release you from your suffering … 

I won’t dig any more holes for others in the future …  

Although Yan Lingshi was safe now, she was still filled with regret. 

Because of her failed scheme, Chen Xiaobei and the others were killed. This guilt would follow her for a 

long time, making her feel uneasy and guilty. 

Of course, Yan Lingshi did not dare to stay any longer. She hurriedly walked into the city. 

Outside the city. 

Cang guanhai squinted his eyes and said in an imposing manner,”Who was the one who hit him? 

Capture him, cut him into pieces, and refine his soul! The other accomplices will be beheaded in public 

and their souls will be enslaved!” 

As the commander of the Imperial Palace’s Imperial Guards, Cang guanhai’s body exuded a powerful 

pressure. His words carried enormous weight and he was extremely powerful! 

“That kid! He was the one who hit me …” 



On the ground, the bronze Wolf Warrior who had been whipped earlier covered his face and said while 

vomiting blood, ”  and the person beside him … He said he’s going to tear down our imperial capital’s 

Gate!  

“You’re being polite even when you’re tearing down the door!” 

“If it was my temper in the past, I would’ve already started massacring the entire city!” Luo Yi’s face 

turned cold as he said indifferently. 

“Bastard!” 

Cang guanhai was furious,”you’re on the verge of death and you still dare to speak so arrogantly!” You 

simply don’t put my Cang guanhai in your eyes!” 

“You?” 

“If it wasn’t for your loud voice, I probably wouldn’t have been able to see you!” Luo Yi said 

indifferently. 

“You’re looking for death! How dare you humiliate our commander! You should also be cut into a 

thousand pieces!” 

With a furious roar, one of the grey wolf halberd Warriors charged out, wanting to kill Luo Yi and show 

off in front of Cang guanhai. 

This guy should be a small leader like the captain, and his cultivation had reached the peak of the earth 

immortal realm. 

He thought that he was at the same level as Luo Yi, and he was wearing armor and holding a halberd, 

while Luo Yi was unarmed. He had a high chance of defeating Luo Yi. 

As long as he killed Luo Yi, he would be able to help Cang guanhai vent his anger. Naturally, it would be a 

great merit! 

 kill!!!  

Thinking about how he was about to make a great contribution, the halberd warrior leader was 

extremely excited, and his fighting spirit was even more intense than before. 

“Bro bei … Should we kill him?” Luo Yi was expressionless, asking for Chen Xiaobei’s opinion. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was the master of Luo Yi’s contract. He had the final say in the life and death of 

Luo Yi. 

“Kill!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was as cold as ice, and he only said one word. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei was already infuriated by Yan Lingshi’s incident, but the result was 

disappointing. 

Normally, Chen Xiaobei would not be angry. 



But this matter involved Daji, and Chen Xiaobei could not calm down. He was disappointed and angry. 

However, when he came to the city gate to ask nicely, he was humiliated by the guard! 

Even a clay Bodhisattva would have some anger, let alone Chen Xiaobei, the Overlord of the mortal 

realm. 

“Yes!” 

As soon as he said the word “kill,” a rare smile appeared on Luo Yi’s face. 

This was the smile of The Fiend ancestor! 

“Kill me? Stop dreaming! You can’t even break through the defense of my armor!” 

The leader of the halberd Warriors had a look of disdain on his face. Even in his dreams, he could not 

imagine what a terrifying enemy he was going to face! 

“Heart demon saint curse! Greed!” 

Luo Yi stood proudly on the spot, not making any movements. 

However, his words were law! 

The unique essence soul special ability of The Fiend ancestor had already erupted! 

This primordial spirit attack had a heaven-defying aspect! 

It was invisible and impossible to Dodge! 

As long as the target’s cultivation level was not higher than Rahu’s and he was greedy, he would 

definitely fall for it! 

Once he was hit, his inner demons would immediately erupt! 

The greedier a person was, the more violent their inner demons would be, and the more miserable their 

death would be! 

“Uh! Ah … Roar! Wuwu …” 

In an instant, including the leader who had rushed out, all the surrounding Blue Wolf halberd Warriors 

let out a demonic howl. 

Their eyes turned blood-red, their breathing became rapid, and their blood vessels expanded! 

As if they had been possessed by a demon, they all exuded a terrifying hostility and killing intent! 

“What … What is going on?” 

Seeing the scene in front of him, Cang guanhai was dumbfounded,”A bunch of idiots! I’m asking you to 

kill the enemy! What are you guys doing?” 

“They’re not crazy, they’re just possessed!”  by the way, ” Luo Yi said indifferently, ” they won’t kill their 

enemies. They’ll only kill you!  



“Kill me? How is this possible?” Cang guanhai’s brows furrowed and he didn’t believe it at all. 

Luo Yi shrugged his shoulders and smiled profoundly, ” “A soldier who doesn’t want to be a general is 

not a good soldier!” 
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“What nonsense is this?” 

Cang guanhai couldn’t understand Luo Yi’s meaning and sneered, ” “I’m not trying to act cool! All the 

soldiers under my command are completely obedient under my control! Even if I give up the position of 

Commander-in-Chief, they wouldn’t dare to sit on it … Uh … How … How is this possible?” 

Before he could finish his words, Cang guanhai let out an incredulous scream as if he had seen a ghost. 

His pupils could not help but contract. 

“Argh … Wuwu …” 

That was because at that moment, the one thousand Blue Wolf halberd Warriors let out a hysterical 

roar. 

Their eyes were bloodshot and their killing intent soared. They raised the halberds in their hands and 

swarmed towards Cang guanhai! They were like a pack of ravenous wolves that wanted to skin Cang 

guanhai alive, not even leaving any bones behind! 

“A bunch of idiots! Stop! I order you to stop!” 

Cang guanhai was dumbfounded and screamed in disbelief. 

However, this group of soldiers, who were usually the most obedient to him, did not listen to his orders 

at all at this moment. Instead, they attacked him like crazy! 

That’s right! 

All of this was because of greed! 

Greed! Buzzzzzz! Silly! They were called the three poisons, also known as the three dirt and three fires in 

Buddhism! 

These three poisons would harm one’s state of mind and cause one to sink into depravity. They were 

the root of evil, so they were also known as the three unkind roots! 

In the blue Wolf Kingdom’s capital, halberd Warriors were the Imperial Guards who guarded the 

Imperial Palace. They were the most elite soldiers among the billions of soldiers! 

Not only did they have profound qualifications, but they also had outstanding abilities. The key was that 

each of them had experienced hundreds of battles! 

Because of this, every one of them had their own ambitions! 
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Some wanted to be ordinary officers, some wanted to be the commander of the Imperial Army, and 

some even crazily wanted to overthrow the blue Wolf Emperor and become the new ruler of the 

imperial capital! 

No matter how big or small these ambitions were, they only dared to hide them in their hearts. They 

never dared to say it out loud, let alone do it! 

But at this moment, their ambitions reflected their greed, and Luo Yi directly detonated their inner 

demons! 

He had completely lost his mind. The things that he didn’t dare to do in normal days, he couldn’t help 

but do at this moment! 

For example, killing the commander and replacing him! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

In an instant, thousands of Mithril halberds fell on Cang guanhai like a storm! 

Buzzzzzz! Chop! Stab! Chisel! Cut! 

The one thousand Grey Wolf halberd Warriors all used their full strength, every move aimed at Cang 

guanhai’s vital points, determined to kill him! 

“Bang …” 

Of course, Cang guanhai was not easy to deal with. 

He had the cultivation base of a one-star heaven immortal, and he was wearing a set of one-star heaven 

immortal artifact armor! 

Not to mention 1000 Grey Wolf halberd Warriors, even if 10000 of them attacked together, they would 

not be able to hurt Cang guanhai at all! 

With a loud explosion, the Golden Wolf armor automatically protected him and suddenly burst out with 

a powerful anti-shock force! 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang …” 

In the next moment, the closest hundred halberd Warriors were sent flying like meteorites, crashing into 

the people who were charging at them. 

Because the force of the impact had reached the level of a one-star heaven immortal, the person who 

was sent flying had already broken his bones and bones in mid-air, and his body and soul were crippled! 

After that, those who were hit were also unable to withstand the huge force and were either dead or 

crippled! 

In that instant, more than half of the one thousand Blue Wolf halberd Warriors were crippled! 

However, this was not the end! 

The halberd Warriors who were not injured just now continued to attack with all their might! 



As for those who were injured, as long as they could still stand, they would continue to charge forward 

with their halberds! 

In the end, those who could not stand up or whose physical bodies were completely destroyed actually 

summoned their dharmakayas and continued to attack Cang guanhai! 

Without a doubt! 

This was a charge that would not stop until one of them died! 

As long as his greed was not extinguished, his inner demons would not be eliminated! 

Between the thousand halberd Warriors and Cang guanhai, only one side could survive! 

“A bunch of lunatics! You’re all hopeless!” 

Cang guanhai’s expression became ferocious and his cold eyes revealed a trace of merciless killing 

intent! 

Facing these soldiers that he had spent so much time with, Cang guanhai did not hesitate at all and 

directly used his killer move! 

“Hiss!” 

With a deafening howl, the wolf-shaped golden armor on Cang guanhai’s body suddenly burst out with 

offensive power! 

In an instant, thousands of golden wolves rushed out like a flood of steel, exuding extreme power and 

heavy pressure! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

In the next moment, the Golden Wolf Dharma form pounced in all directions. Wherever its sharp claws 

passed by, the halberd Warriors were all decapitated, and they died without a complete corpse! 

Then, his Dharmakaya body shattered and his soul scattered! 

In the face of a one-star heaven immortal weapon, these halberd Warriors had no chance of fighting 

back. 

In less than 10 seconds, the entire place was silent. 

A thousand Blue Wolf halberd Warriors were all killed! 

Cang guanhai stood in the middle of the pool of blood and dismembered body, his whole face twisted. 

He was even more depressed than if he had eaten poop. 

Chen Xiaobei’s side was not even hurt by a single strand of hair. They did not even move a finger from 

the beginning to the end. 

A thousand halberd Warriors were all killed by Cang guanhai! 

What a disgrace! 



It was a great humiliation! 

Cang guanhai had never suffered such a big loss in his life! 

If this matter were to spread, the entire Hong Meng Demon Realm would probably laugh their heads 

off! 

“Look … There’s a huge battle outside the city gate …” 

“Isn’t the third Prince returning to the city today? Which blind person dares to come and cause 

trouble?” 

 let’s hurry over and take a look … The commander of the Imperial Army is around. If we’re late, there 

won’t be a good show to watch …  

 yes … Once Lord guanhai makes a move, ordinary thieves will die instantly without an intact corpse …  

It was obvious that the huge commotion at the city gate had attracted the attention of the people in the 

city. 

Soon, hundreds of people gathered to watch the show. 

However, everyone was hiding behind the city gate’s restriction, not daring to come out. 

To the citizens of the blue Wolf Kingdom, the restriction was like their guardian angel. As long as they 

did not go out, they would be safe. 

However, when the commoners arrived at the scene, they were all shocked by the situation. 

“H-how is this possible? One thousand lone wolf halberd Warriors are all dead …” 

“Lord Cang guanhai’s body is covered in blood … He can’t be injured, right …” 

“My God … Who is the enemy? Could it be that even Lord guanhai can’t deal with it?” 

“All of you shut up! I’m fine!” 

Cang guanhai was extremely angry and his face turned purple. He glared at Luo Yi and his killing intent 

exploded,”I won’t take revenge! I, Cang guanhai, swear that I’m not a human!” 

“Bro bei …” 

Luo Yi’s smile was still on his face as he slowly said,  my primordial spirit power can’t be used beyond my 

level. I’ll need you to take care of this guy!  

 hehe! This kind of trash doesn’t deserve bro bei’s help!  Just then, Taiyi walked out. 

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned.  you can handle this guy? ” 

“Bro bei, you haven’t seen my primordial spirit power yet, have you?” Taiyi smiled calmly and 

confidently. 


